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Experimental study of a granular flow in a vertical pipe: A spatiotemporal analysis

Jean-Luc Aider,* Nathalie Sommier,† Tareck Raafat, and Jean-Pierre Hulin
Laboratoire Fluides Automatique et Syste`mes Thermiques, Baˆtiment 502, Campus Universitaire, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France

~Received 30 January 1998; revised manuscript received 5 October 1998!

The spatiotemporal characteristics of the flow of 125mm glass beads have been studied experimentally in
a 2.9 mm diameter vertical glass pipe by means of a digital linear charge coupled device camera. The dynamics
and propagation of granular density fluctuations have been analyzed in various flow regimes for different
values of the granular mass-flow rate and of the degree of humidityH. At low flow rates, the granular flow has
a high compactness and periodic intermittency effects occur at highH values: a pulsating bubble appears at the
top of the flow channel and its time dependence is studied. At higher granular flow rates, a wave regime is
observed with alternate low and high compactness regions: at lowH values, the wave velocity is constant with
time and can be measured precisely from the spatiotemporal diagrams. At higher humidity contents, periodic
oscillations of the wave system are observed: at high amplitudes, transient blockages of the flow and a
stick-slip displacement mode have been identified.@S1063-651X~99!06901-9#

PACS number~s!: 81.05.Rm, 05.20.Dd, 83.70.Fn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dry granular flows have become a widespread resea
topic in recent years, due both to their fundamental inte
in relation to the physics of dispersed media and instabili
and to their many practical applications@1–4#. An enormous
amount of granular materials must indeed be produc
transferred, and stored in various domains of activity such
the food industry, or civil and chemical engineering. A pa
ticularly important problem is the flow of granular materia
in pipes observed in pneumatic transport applications o
the outflow of grains from storage silos. Such flows m
display unwanted intermittency and/or blockage effects
to specific properties of granular materials such as the
pearance of permanent vaults. This may result in large, d
gerous, pressure transients and, in some cases, in a pe
nent clogging of the flow channels.

Similar phenomena have been observed at the scale o
laboratory in granular flows through circular tubes@5–9# or
through hoppers of different angles@10#. In experiments in
which a tube is attached to the outlet of the hopper@11#,
‘‘shock-wave’’-like patterns have been observed, propag
ing and interacting along the system in different ways.
great deal of theoretical work has been devoted to such p
lems of density fluctuations in granular flows@12–15#; these
instabilities have, in particular, been discussed in terms
kinematic wave models@16,17# and traffic flow problems
@18–20#. The occurrence of such density waves in pipes
also been demonstrated in numerical simulations using
lecular dynamics or lattice-gas automata models@21–23#.

In previous papers@7,8# we reported experimental studie
of the flow of glass beads in small diameter vertical gla
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Cedex, France.
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pipes. In this very simple configuration, we have identifi
through optical transmission measurements a large variet
stationary or time dependent flow regimes. These studies
lowed us to analyze the essential geometrical features of
various granular compact distributions and to determine
pressure profiles and fluctuations in these flows.

In the present paper we analyze experimentally the
namical behavior of several of these granular flow pattern
the same experimental geometry: we use for that purp
spatiotemporal diagrams displaying time variations of
granular concentration distribution along the flow. Thanks
the large aspect ratio and the straight shape of the flow tu
these diagrams can be obtained conveniently by means
linear digital charge coupled device~CCD! camera: it pro-
vides representative maps of the instantaneous grain de
at a high repetition rate and with a good spatial resoluti
This allows us to analyze fine scale details of the granu
flow dynamics both in the space and in the time domains

We concentrate the present study on flow regimes
playing significant dynamical effects. In the constant velo
ity wave regime, the spatiotemporal analysis allows us
study the buildup and disintegration of high density regio
the propagation velocity of the waves is also determined p
cisely. In the oscillating wave regime, variations of the o
cillation amplitude with distance and complete blockage
fects occurring at large oscillation amplitudes can be stud
In the compact flow regimes, a pulsating bubble may app
in the upper part of the flow tube: spatiotemporal diagra
help analyze the time variation of its length and give info
mation on granular flow-rate variations inside it.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Our experimental flow channel is a 1.3 m long vertic
glass pipe with an internal diameterDt52.9 mm. It is sol-
dered to a conical glass hopper, with an opening angle
60 °, initially filled with grains which are then driven b
gravity down the pipe~Fig. 1!. The mass-flow rate can b
varied by an adjustable stopcock located at the bottom en
the tube and measured using electronic computer contro

ch-
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PRE 59 779EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A GRANULAR FLOW IN A . . .
scales with a resolution of60.01 g. In the present exper
ments we used glass beads of average diameterdb5125
630 mm. Choosing a transparent tube allows us to use
tical techniques to characterize the different flow regimes
order to enhance the contrast between regions of low
high granular density, the tube is illuminated from behind
a diffusing screen. The flow is visualized by a digital line
CCD camera~Fig. 1! mounted on a micrometric displace
ment assembly to allow for a precise angular and late
alignment of the field of view with the flow tube. The came
is fully computer controlled and its sensitivity allows us
use both very short electronic obturation times and high
quisition frequencies~up to 2 kHz!: this makes possible th
analysis of very fast phenomena. Moreover, we may obta
very good spatial resolution thanks to the 2048 pixels on
linear array of transducers. The reading of each of the tra
ducer pixels is directly digitized and transmitted to the co
puter: this avoids distortions and noise introduced by the
of an intermediate video signal.

In the present study the acquisition frequency is equa
200 Hz, which is markedly larger than the characteristic f
quencies of the flow variations. Spatiotemporal diagrams
tained in this way are stored as numerical data arrays w
are visualized directly using image processing progra
This representation allows us to study conveniently the m
tion of flow structures: it is then straightforward to determi
the wavelength and propagation velocity of granular den
variations as described in the following sections.

III. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE FLOW REGIMES

We now briefly review the main features of the flow r
gimes observed in the experimental setup and which are
lyzed in detail in a previous paper@7#. These regimes are
represented schematically in Fig. 2 for different flow ra
and for given tube diameter and grain size distributions; th
respective domains of existence are determined mostly
the flow rate and the degree of humidity. We summarize
main physical characteristics of these different regimes
Table I.

The highest mass-flow rates (Qm.10 g/s) correspond to

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup.
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a free-fall regime obtained with little or no constriction at th
bottom of the pipe: the grain velocity is high~up to 2 or 3
m/s! and the compactness~granular volume fraction! is small
~down to 15%). This flow regime is stationary so that t
particle velocity is fairly constant with time and no signifi
cant particle density fluctuations occur: spatiotemporal d
grams did not display any clear features and were there
not studied further in this regime. With a moderate constr
tion at the bottom of the flow tube and mass-flow ratesQm
ranging between 1.5 and 5 g/s, one observes density w
regimes: high compactness clogs~typically 55–60 %! are
separated by low density ‘‘bubbles’’ inside which the gra
dynamics is locally similar to the free-fall case. Such wav
are only observed if the ratioDt /db ranges between 6 and 3
~in the present experiments, it is of the order of 25!; the
degree of humidityH must also range between 40% an
70%. Excessive humidity results in clogging due to adhes
capillary forces between particles or between the partic
and the tube wall; on the other hand, when air is too d
electrostatic forces become excessive and also block
flow. The domains ofH values discussed above get broad
asQm increases. The velocity of compact clogs in the wa
flow regime can be constant or oscillate periodically: t
latter configuration is generally observed when humidity
creases.

Finally, for Qm between 0 and 1.5 g/s, the grain distrib
tion is compact all along the flow tube. Such flows are o
served for humidity contents and ratiosDt /db similar to
those corresponding to the wave regimes. As for the lat
two different types of variations of the grain velocity wit
time are obtained. At the lowerH values compatible with the
flow, the velocity and the local compactness are cons
with time. At higher water contents, on the contrary, period
flow regimes are often observed: the flow from the hop
and in the upper part of the experimental tube is intermitt
while the grain flow rate near the bottom outlet is on
modulated and never goes to zero. For flow rates larger t
0.6 g/s, oscillations become very regular while a pulsat
bubble with a low density of grains appears at the top of
flow tube. Another feature is the fact that the domain
observation of intermittent and oscillating flow regimes g
broader as experiments are repeated many times with a g
batch of glass beads: this seems to be due to a progre
roughening of the bead surface due to their many collisi
with other beads or with the tube walls.

In the next section we analyze by means of spatiotem

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the various flow regimes observed
a function of the mass-flow rateQm .
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TABLE I. Summary of the different flow regimes and of the corresponding physical parameter val

Flow regime Mass flow rate~g/s! Humidity ~%! Mean flow velocity~m/s!

Free fall 5,Q,10 25,H,75 2,V,3
Propagative waves 2.5,Q,5 35,H,75 0.2,V,0.6
Oscillating waves 1.5,Q,2.5 35,H,75 0.1,V,0.3
Compact 0,Q,1.5 45,H,65 0,V,0.15
Intermittent compact 0,Q,1.5 45,H,65 0,V,0.15
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ral diagrams the dynamical features of the wave regimes
of the intermittent compact flow.

IV. WAVE FLOW REGIMES

A. Constant velocity waves

Figure 3 displays a spatiotemporal diagram correspond
to this regime in which high compact clogs separated by
density bubbles propagate at a constant velocity. The ver
axis represents distances measured along the flow tube
the top of the figure located at the junction between the t
and the hopper. The height of the diagram corresponds
global length of 780 mm; it contains 1024 pixels so that
spatial resolution is 0.8 mm/pixel. The horizontal axis cor
sponds to time, increasing from left to right~the total width
of the diagram represents a time lapse of 2.5 s!. Since the
tube is illuminated from behind, opaque clogs appear as d
zones while light regions represent bubbles.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the wave regime does not
established right at the top of the tube although the fi
granular density fluctuations appear after a few mm: fu
developed clogs require between 7 and 15 cm to build up
the top part of the tube, grains fall under their own weig
only slowed down by friction with air. A second, importan
feature is the fact that, outside a few wiggles, clogs foll

FIG. 3. Spatiotemporal diagram obtained in the propaga
wave regime (Qm54.25 g/s). The oblique continuous line corr
sponds toVp50.47 m/s.
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very closely parallel straight trajectories in the spatiotem
ral diagram: such a fit is displayed in Fig. 3 by a continuo
line. The slopeVp5Dz/Dt of these lines gives precisely th
propagation velocity of the density waves~it is also equal to
the velocity of the moving clogs once a stationary propa
tion regime has been reached!. Figure 3 also shows thatVp is
independent of height, at least in the range ofz values dis-
played in the figure.

We have analyzed the dependence of these density w
on Qm by comparing spatiotemporal diagrams similar to th
of Fig. 3 and obtained at severalQm values. A first qualita-
tive observation is the fact that waves develop over marke
shorter distances as the flow rate decreases@for Qm
52.55 g/s (Vp50.21 m/s) clogs build up at distances of
to 8 cm below the hopper#. We have then analyzed the de
pendence onQm of the velocity valuesVp obtained from
these diagrams. The results are plotted in Fig. 4~open
squares!.

These values have the same order of magnitude and
same global trend as previous measurements; these wer
alized on the same setup by computingVp from the time
shift Dt between the readings of local optical transparen
sensors spaced by 23 mm. The discrepancy may be du
the fact thatDt was taken equal to the time lapse correspo
ing to the maximum of the cross-correlation function b
tween the two signals. This introduces a significant unc
tainty since the peak has a finite width, and since the t
signals contain uncorrelated high frequency compone
The computation ofVp from the spatiotemporal diagrams
then expected to be more reliable; in addition, it uses inf

e

FIG. 4. Variations of the wave velocityVp as a function of the
mass-flow rateQm ; (h) spatiotemporal diagrams for consta
velocity waves; (L) spatiotemporal diagrams for oscillatin
waves; (s) cross-correlation between optical sensors spaced by
mm.
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PRE 59 781EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A GRANULAR FLOW IN A . . .
mation collected over the full length of the field of view an
not only at two nearby measurement points. The depende
of Vp on Qm measured in this way can be approximated
the relation~continuous straight line on Fig. 4!

Vp50.162~Qm21.4! ~1!

in which Vp is written in m/s andQm in g/s. We observe tha
an extrapolation of this relation predicts thatVp would go to
zero for a finite flow-rate valueQm51.4 g/s. This result
reflects the fact that the average grain velocity is marke
larger thanVp so that grains have a downward motion re
tive to the wave system. Individual grains move down fro
the upper boundary towards the lower end of a clog and t
into the bubble immediately below. There, they are acce
ated by gravity until they reach the upper boundary of
next clog where they get abruptly slowed down. Such f
moving species may be observed in the detailed structur
the wave flow system displayed in Fig. 5. They appear
parallel striations between dark high compacity zones. In
vidual grains are probably too small to be directly observa
although, due to the low local compactness, their distanc
of the order of the pixel size; thus, striations are proba
associated to small grain clusters. Striations have a do
ward curvature in the upper part in agreement with the
pectation that grains accelerate as they move away from
clogs. Afer a few cm, they reach a velocity of the order o
m/s ~slope of the continuous line drawn in the right side
the figure!. This velocity can be roughly estimated theore
cally by assuming a free fall motion inside bubbles. T
initial velocity V0 of particles leaving a clog in the flow o
Fig. 5 verifies

Qm5
pDt

2

4
rgccV0 ~2!

in which rg is the density of glass ~typically
2.453103 kg/m3) and cc the compactness of the clog
which can be assumed to be of the order of 0.6. ThusV0
50.3 m/s and the velocityVf after falling a distancedz
verifies

Vf5AV0
212gdz. ~3!

Takingdz.0.05 m as estimated from Fig. 5 in the absolu
reference frame, one obtainsVf.1 m/s. This is in reason

FIG. 5. Enlarged spatiotemporal diagram of a wave flow (Qm

53.0 g/s, Vp50.27 m/s). Vertical height:Dz523 cm; time
interval: Dt51.5 s.
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able agreement with the experimental estimation, particula
taking into account the fact that friction with air has be
neglected.

The enlarged view of Fig. 5 also allows us to examine
detailed structure of the high compact zones: they appea
superpositions of smaller clogs,;1 cm thick, which remain
together without collapsing into a single, larger, zone. T
number of elementary clogs in a cluster increases at lo
flow rates while their size remains the same. One also
serves that clog clusters do not always remain invaria
some small clusters are observed to disintegrate and the
responding elementary clog falls down onto the near
lower cluster. An example of such an event is displayed
the right side of Fig. 5. The falling velocity is of the order o
0.4 m/s~marked by a continuous line!—this value is slower
than the free fall velocity because of the stronger effect of
friction enhanced by the high local compacity. Individu
clogs may also move from one cluster to another.

This detailed spatiotemporal analysis of the constant
locity wave regime demonstrates therefore that it cor
sponds to a state of dynamical equilibrium. Particle flow
always present in such a system: it takes place through
motion of individual particles falling in low density zone
but also through the exchange of elementary clogs betw
high compact zones.

B. Low amplitude oscillating wave regime

At lower flow rates, but still in the wave flow regime, on
may observe oscillations of the whole set of clogs a
bubbles superimposed over a mean drift. Figure 6 repres
such a flow regime for which the frequency of the oscil
tions is of the order of 7 Hz and their amplitude is hig
enough to induce upward motions of the clogs. This lo
characteristic oscillation frequency can be understood
considering the granular flow as a diphasic system wit
high compressibility~that of air! and a high density~of the
order of the density of glass multiplied by the global me
compactness of the flow!. By computing the sound velocity
in such a system, one obtains very low values of the orde
20 m/s. Let us assume a quarter-wave resonance with a m
mum amplitude of the pressure oscillations at the top of
wave system and a maximum of the bottom; we obtain

FIG. 6. Spatiotemporal analysis of a small amplitude oscillat
wave flow (Qm51.95 g/s, Vp50.088 m/s). Vertical extentDz
560 cm. Time intervalDt54.3 s.
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782 PRE 59AIDER, SOMMIER, RAAFAT, AND HULIN
taking l/451 m ~the height of the wave flow region! a
resonance frequencyn55 Hz of the same order of magn
tude as the experimental value. Aside from the oscillatio
the general features of the flow are the same as in the
stant velocity wave regime; the mean velocity of the clogs
constant along the flow and its valueVp.0.09 m/s verifies
Eq. ~1!. Striations are always present inside the ‘‘bubbl
regions, indicating that granular flow through the clogs
mains nonzero. One should finally notice that the typical s
of the clogs in this regime is always of the order of 1 cm

C. Large amplitude oscillations: a stick-slip process

In some cases, generally at low flow rates (1.5,Qm
,2 g/s), the amplitude of the oscillations may be so la
that intermittent blockages of the flow occur. A spatiotemp
ral diagram corresponding to this case for a flow rateQm
51.7 g/s is displayed in Fig. 7~a!. This diagram differs glo-
bally very strongly from that of Fig. 6 and its features va
very much from the top to the bottom.

Flow characteristics in the lower part are similar to tho
observed in Fig. 6. Clogs move with a modulated drift v
locity of mean valueVp.0.04 m/s in fair agreement with
Eq. ~1! and no complete blockage of the flow occurs. On
other hand, the modulation frequency is of the order of
Hz, markedly smaller than for small amplitude oscillation
this frequency is forced by upstream flow variations. At t

FIG. 7. ~a! Spatiotemporal diagram obtained in a high amplitu
oscillating regime (Qm51.77 g/s). Time interval displayed:Dt
52.25 s. Vertical extensionDz575 cm. ~b! Enlarged view of the
upper part of the spatiotemporal diagram.
s,
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bottom as well as at the top of the tube, clogs have the s
average sizel'1 cm as in the other flow regimes, confirm
ing that this length is selected independently of the ma
flow rate.

The dark zone at the bottom of the figure represents
upper part of a long, high compact plug extending down
the outlet end of the tube: its wiggly upper boundary impl
that the grain flow rate coming from the upper zones is s
nificantly modulated.

Flow variations in the upper part of the tube, on the oth
hand, are more clearly visualized in the enlarged view d
played in Fig. 7~b!. Flow is completely blocked during a
significant part of the time during which boundaries betwe
clogs and bubbles appear as horizontal segments. In t
same time intervals, regions of the diagram associated
bubbles are almost white—implying that they do not cont
any grains—this confirms that the granular flow rate is z
at these times.

We observe that the motion of the clog-bubble syst
takes place through a series of downward jumps dur
which no grain flow is visible inside bubbles. The clog v
locity during the jumps is of the order of 0.6 m/s. Right aft
the jumps, grains start to fall through the bubbles as can
seen both from the darker color of the bubble regions a
from the upward rebound of the clog boundaries. Finally
flow stops and the system remains completely motionl
until the next downward motion of the grain clogs occu
An interesting observation is the fact that, in the upper p
of the tube, the distribution of clogs and bubbles rema
almost the same from one jump to the next: each clog is
replaced by the one located just above. The whole proc
resembles stick-slip motions observed in many friction p
nomena: the fact that grains are motionless during a sig
cant part of the time must result from solid forces betwe
the clog and the tube walls, large enough to balance
pressure gradients and the weight of the grains. We fin
observe that, in the upper region of the tube, compact cl
have the same heightDz510–14 mm as in the constan
velocity wave regime of Fig. 5: elementary clogs are, ho
ever, isolated instead of clustering together as in Fig. 5
the bottom part of the flow, one observes a few events
which two clogs coalesce into a larger one. They join p
gressively due to their small velocity difference; this is qu
different from the case of Fig. 5 in which some clog
abruptly start to fall towards the next lower one.

V. COMPACT INTERMITTENT REGIME

A. Spatiotemporal experimental observations

For tighter outlet constrictions such thatQm,1.5 g/s, the
wave regime disappears and the tube is almost comple
filled with a compact grain packing: flow is stationary
some cases but, for degrees of humidity 50%,H,65%, it
is frequently time dependent. More precisely, flow is co
tinuous ~although fluctuating! at the outlet end while it is
intermittent at the top of the tube. Moreover, a pulsati
bubble appears just below the hopper but does not propa
down the tube.

Several of these features are analogous to those obse
in the ‘‘ticking hourglass’’ experiment@24# in which a peri-
odic intermittent granular flow is observed between tw
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sealed glass volumes connected by a narrow constrictio
small pulsating bubble is also observed in the granular pa
ing in the upper reservoir. However, the ‘‘ticking hourglas
phenomenon is localized over a small volume while, in o
case, large velocity fluctuations are observed over distan
of several cm and sizable pressure variations may be
duced.

In our experiments, the different time variations of t
flow rate at the top and at the bottom of the experimen
tube imply that the mass of grains inside the tube is
constant: the grain compactness must therefore vary
time ~and probably with distance!. In both types of regimes
spatiotemporal diagrams do not display visible features al
most of the tube length since the compact packing is opa
and light cannot be transmitted through it. All measureme
were therefore performed in a 4 cmhigh region just below
the hopper where the partly transparent pulsating bubbl
located. This allows us to obtain a better spatial resolut
which is in this case 40mm/pixel. The transverse resolutio
is of the same order of magnitude so that only the center
of the flow is analyzed.

Figures 8~a! and 8~b! display such spatiotemporal dia
grams corresponding, respectively, to flow rates of 0.40
1.05 g/s; light zones correspond to the pulsating bubbles.
flow rates below 0.7 g/s, flow fluctuations@as can be inferred
from the diagram of Fig. 8~a!# are irregular and the heigh
and lifetime of the pulsating bubble are also variable. At flo
rates larger than 0.7 g/s, on the contrary, flow fluctuations
very periodic@Fig. 8~b!# and the maximum size of the bubb
is very nearly constant from one pulsation to the next. T
detailed flow sequence at the top of the pipe may be analy
by combining high resolution information from the diagra
to direct videotape observations on the various parts of
tube, allowing us to detect whether grains are moving o
rest.

FIG. 8. Spatiotemporal diagram of low density region at top
the flow tube in the intermittent compact regime.~a! Time averaged
granular mass-flow rateQm50.4 g/s, vertical rangeDz51.5 cm,
time interval Dt59 s. ~b! Qm51.05 g/s, Dz53.3 cm, Dt
52.3 s.
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Starting during a phase of the cycle at which the gr
packing is at rest at the top of the tube and in the hopp
flow first restarts globally in these zones~it never stops com-
pletely in the lower part of the tube!. The bubble appears
only in a subsequent phase initiated by a localized reduc
of the flow rate at the outlet of the hopper. Granular moti
remains at first unchanged in the lower sections of the t
and a low density region appears while grains still f
through it as shown by fine striations in the diagram: t
phase corresponds to the downward sloping part of the c
tour of light zones in Fig. 8. Then, granular velocity d
creases and goes to zero below the bubble while grains
ing from the hopper fill up the bubble. This phas
corresponds to the rising part of the contour of the lig
zones in Fig. 8 and lasts typically for 0.2 s. Flow stops af
the bubble is completely filled and the cycle is then ready
start again. An interesting—although unaccounted fo
feature is the narrow lighter colored stripe marking a tem
rary reduction of granular flow from the hopper: this vari
tion is confirmed by the corresponding local slope reduct
in the rising part of the contour.

Before discussing possible mechanisms for these blo
age effects, we now analyze quantitatively the dependenc
the frequencyf b of the pulsations and of the characteris
bubble lengthl b on the grain flow rate. Both parameters c
be determined with a good precision from the spatiotempo
diagrams of Fig. 8 (l b is taken equal to the average max
mum height of the light colored zones marking the bubble!.

Figure 9 displays the dependence off b on Qm . The ef-
fective frequency decreases quite abruptly below the thre
old flow rate (Qm.0.65 g/s) for observing constant perio
fluctuations~only one data point is plotted in this range sin
the period is too variable at lower flow rates!. Above 0.65
g/s, f b decreases progressively with the flow rate—possi
due to the larger amplitude of the perturbations induced
the intermittency effect. Figure 10 displays the depende
of the lengthl b of the pulsating bubble onQm .

l b increases steadily and roughly linearly withQm ~al-
though the variation seems to level off at very low flo
rates!: the length of the bubbles increases almost fourf
between the lowest and highest values ofQm investigated.
Since the characteristic velocities for opening and filli
back the pulsating bubbles do not seem to vary as much

f

FIG. 9. Evolution of the pulsation frequency as a function of t
granular mass-flow rate in the intermittent regime.
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the flow rate, we can conclude that the increase ofl b and the
decrease off b are directly related.

B. Discussion of intermittency and stick-slip effects

In both the high amplitude oscillating wave regime a
the intermittent compact flow, the grain velocity cancels o
during a fraction of the time, at least in the upper parts of
flow. This implies that solid friction forces between th
grains and the walls are large enough to balance the we
of the grains already reduced by hydrodynamic forces
simple classical approach of these forces is represente
Jansen’s model@25,4#. In the following, the vertical stress o
the beads at a given level in a grain packing will be cal
sv ; sv is assumed to create a normal horizontal stresssh
5Ksv on the side walls,K being the redirection coefficient
sh induces, in turn, a vertical friction forces f5mssh in the
direction opposite to displacement (ms is the static friction
coefficient!. The total friction forcedF friction over a slice of
tube of lengthdh is finally

dF friction52pDtKmssvdh. ~4!

In a grain packing at rest inside a tube there is an ex
balance between the weight of the column~and hydrody-
namic forces if there is a fluid flow!, friction forces on the
walls, and stresses applied to the top and bottom section
the packing. However, friction forces appear~andK is non-
zero! only provided the grain density is large enough so t
forces are transmitted through solid contacts between
grains. One may also expect that these friction forces
increase with the ambient humidity.

In the intermittent compact regime, granular flow ge
blocked at some height inside the tube due to a local incre
of the compactness; this may result from a pressure grad
distribution pushing the grains together in a given zone
the flow. Grains pile up above the blocking point but, abo
a small screening length, their weight is exactly balanced
the local friction forces and no longer affects the lower lay
in the column. In this case, flow cannot be restarted by
creasing forces applied at the top of the packing since t
are not transmitted to the bottom: a new flow cycle may o

FIG. 10. Variation of the pulsating bubble lengthl b as a func-
tion of the granular mass-flow rateQm .
t
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be initiated instead from decompaction starting near
blocking point and propagating upwards once pressure
dients inducing the blockage have relaxed.

In the stick-slip wave regime, clog blockages result fro
similar mechanisms but compact grain packings are m
shorter so that no force screening effects can be develo
Pressure gradients along the flow will probably play an i
portant part in controlling the stick-slip motion of the clog

Another possible application of Jansen’s model to
present problem is the evaluation of the vertical extension
the compact clog in the constant velocity wave regime. T
typical vertical sizel'1 cm of the clogs may indeed b
interpreted as the minimum length for a compact granu
zone to propagate without disintegrating:l should therefore
be related to the characteristic length over which granu
interaction forces build up inside a grain packing. Let us fi
take the classical problem of a tube closed at its bottom
and filled with a grain packing of heighth. Using Eq.~4!,
one finds that the resultant pressurepv on the bottom section
due to the balance between the weight of the grains and
friction forces verifies

pv5rg
D

4Kms
~12e2~4Kms /D !h!. ~5!

Equation~5! introduces a characteristic screening leng
hcs5D/4Kms over which pressure reaches the saturat
valueps5rgD/4Kms .

This value cannot be used directly to estimatel since, for
the constant velocity waves discussed in Sec. IV A, clogs
never completely at rest~in contrast with the cases of th
oscillating regime and the intermittent compact flow!. The
static coefficientms is therefore not appropriate and shou
be replaced by a dynamic friction coefficientmd . The char-
acteristic screening length suitable for the problem is th
hcd5D/4Kmd .

Assuming thathcd andl are of the same order of magn
tude, one obtainsKms'0.075. TakingK'0.55—close to the
value KCTP50.58 for a compact triangular packing—w
obainms'0.125 for the dynamic friction coefficient. This i
somewhat lower than the static coefficient valuems'0.2
usually encountered in such materials. This difference is
surprising since clogs are still strongly fluidized in the co
stant velocity wave regime; they may be expected to h
smaller interactions with the walls than a packing at rest.
the same reasons, the coefficientK should also be smalle
thanKCTP: this would give a value ofmd closer toms .

VI. CONCLUSION

The spatiotemporal analysis of granular pipe flows p
sented in the present paper has demonstrated several
features of the various flow regimes. It has been, in parti
lar, possible to analyze in detail the transition—depending
the flow rate and the humidity—between constant veloc
waves and periodic, stick-slip type, regimes in which clo
and bubbles move by discontinuous steps. Spatiotemp
diagrams also allow us to analyze small scale details of th
wave flow regimes, such as the motion of grains in low de
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sity zones and the clustering or coalescence of high comp
ness clogs. The compact intermittent regime involves p
odic granular flow variations right at the top of the flow tu
and farther below: these sequences are better understoo
looking at spatiotemporal diagrams of the pulsating bubbl
the top of the flow tube.

An important issue in these phenomena is the influenc
boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the tube on
structure and dynamical features of the flow. We obser
that time dependent effects observed in the various flow
gimes are often localized in the upper sections of the flow
the wave regime, the long compact plug built up above
outlet damps out flow rate and density fluctuations: the
erture and geometry of the restriction at the outlet see
therefore to control the mean characteristics of the fl
rather than its instantaneous dynamic behavior. The s
damping effect is observed in the intermittent compact
gime where flow fluctuations are much stronger in the
part of the flow than at the outlet.

In the case of the upper boundary just below the hopp
strong velocity variations are mostly observed for interm
tent compact flows. In the stationary and low amplitude
cillating wave regimes, grains flow continuously from th
hopper and retain a free-fall-like dynamics for some dista
until clogs build up. We believe therefore that time depe
dent features of the flow are little influenced by the out
and that the inlet boundary plays a key part essentially
intermittent compact flows.

Another important parameter of this type of granu
flows is the interaction forces between the flow and the t
walls. Both in the stick-slip waves and intermittent compa
regimes, grains are completely motionless~at least in some
regions of the flow! during a significant fraction of the time
As discussed above, this requires that solid forces ap
between the grains and the tube walls and inside the g
packing itself. In this respect, such granular flows may d
play mechanical characteristics corresponding to solid
-
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fluid materials depending on the flow regime and on
regions of the flow. Understanding the onset of solid forc
and the propagation of grain compaction and decompac
requires the determination of the local compactness; h
resolution capacitance measurements represent a pos
practical approach which is presently investigated in o
laboratory.

Ambient humidity is also a key factor determining th
dynamical characteristics of such flows: depending on
degree, capillary, or, on the contrary, electrostatic forces m
completely block the flow in extreme cases. In others, th
favor the appearance of intermittent, stick-slip-wise or os
lating flow regimes. Complex behaviors are often more e
ily observed at the boundary between different types of flo
~for instance, between the wave and the compact regim!.
Good humidity control is thus very important to obtain we
defined and stable flow regimes but the roughness and cl
liness of the bead surface may also play a significant pa

One finally notes that the interest of these experimen
approaches is not limited to small scale granular flows; th
can also be used in larger scale configurations provi
transparent flow sections are available. Such techniques
also be applied with profit to many other types of dispers
flows such as sedimenting particles, fluidized beds,
liquid-liquid or liquid-gas diphasic flows.
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